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And I reflected, as I looked at it, that there were thousands of men who had made that same
journey or its equivalent on foot, and had in addition fought and labored on the way, who were
stronger, therefore, than oak and iron--of which that wagon was, constructed--and that of such
men, almost wholly, was composed the army that swept from Chattanooga to Goldsboro. I then
comprehended a strong conviction held by my father, that had a controlling influence on many of
his operations that I have attempted to describe; which was, his supreme confidence in the ability
of his army, due to his loftly estimate of the material of which it was composed. That he had been
deemed worthy to command such an army and had won its confidence, was to him--far beyond his
strategic achievements--the source...
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Reviews
This publication is worth getting. This is certainly for those who statte that there was not a well worth studying. Its been written in an exceptionally simple
way in fact it is only after i finished reading through this ebook in which in fact transformed me, modify the way i believe.
-- Mr. Hester Prohaska DVM
The most e ective publication i ever go through. It really is writter in simple phrases and not hard to understand. I am just easily will get a satisfaction of
looking at a written publication.
-- Ila Pfeffer IV
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